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Editorial on the Research Topic

Featural Relations in the Brain: Theoretical and Experimental Perspectives on Grammatical

Agreement

Theoretical linguistics has provided an articulated system of structural representations and
computations on which the establishment of agreement relations hinges, while psycholinguistics
and neurolinguistics aim at unveiling the algorithms that underlie the use of these computations
and their behavioral and neurophysiological bases. The goal of this special issue is to describe
the state of the art in the theoretical and experimental study of agreement. Its 15 articles open
a unique and privileged window onto a wide range of languages (from English and German to
Romance languages like Italian, French, and Spanish, but also to less well-studied languages within
psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics such as Georgian, Korean, Standard Modern Arabic, and
South Slavic languages), through the lens of distinct features (person, gender, number, and tense),
drawing evidence from a variety of experimental paradigms (e.g., offline elicitation tasks, self-paced
reading, eye tracking, and event-related potentials) and diverse theoretically-grounded approaches.

Three main take-home messages emerge from the articles collected in this special issues. First,
agreement does not a constitute a monolithic phenomenon: person, number, gender, and tense
features have inherent structural and interpretive differences, which produce common but also
feature-specific reflexes in comprehension and production. Second, the mechanisms that guide
the parser in retrieving and encoding features during the building of an agreement relation
obey distinct principles, depending on whether features are structurally accessible or not. Finally,
agreement is not wholly circumscribed within syntax: its comprehension and production trigger
the integration of information from distinct linguistic and non-linguistic domains. Let us see these
points in more detail.

DISTINCT FEATURES, DISTINCT MECHANISMS? AGAINST

FEATURES AS UNIFORM CONSTRUCTS

A landmark of numerous theoretical analyses within the generative framework is the idea that
agreement features cannot be treated as a “bundle” under the same T head (Chomsky, 2014). The
intrinsically different syntactic and interpretive properties that characterize e.g., person, number,
tense, and gender agreement make it plausible to hypothesize the independent representation of
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such features (Shlonsky, 2010; Sigurdsson, 2010; Rizzi and
Cinque, 2016, among others). Hartmann andHeycock contribute
to this research line by showing how person and number features
can be structurally differentiated in several Germanic languages,
such as Dutch, Faroese, German, and Icelandic.

A prolific strand of experimental research has been
also devoted to investigating whether features’ distinct
representational properties have a processing reflex, of which
the person-number dissociation hypothesis has been one of
the main testing grounds (Nevins et al., 2007; Silva-Pereyra
and Carreiras, 2007; Mancini et al., 2011, 2017; Zawiszewski
et al., 2016; Biondo et al., 2018 to name a few). Existing findings
attributed qualitative differences in their processing to the
different interpretive properties that characterize the two types
of agreement: the link to discourse participant roles that is
necessary to interpret 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person (a speaker, an
addressee or a non-active participant), but not the singularity
or the plurality of the individuals involved in the speech event.
Interestingly, an alternative explanation is proposed here by
den Dikken that centers on the distinct checking mechanisms
in which the two features engage: both spec-head and Agree for
number, while only spec-head for person.

While experimental studies overall agree that the response
to agreement violations is stronger when person, rather than
number is involved, they diverge on whether qualitative
(Mancini et al., 2011, 2017; Biondo et al., 2018) or quantitative
(Zawiszewski et al., 2016) differences emerge between these two
features. Ackema and Neeleman’s analysis proposes that the
type of agreement controller and the distinct feature sets that
pronouns and regular noun phrases (NPs) carry can reconcile
these apparently contradicting results.

The literature on gender comprehension and production also
corroborates the hypothesis that agreement features cannot be
treated as uniform constructs, and that their granular properties
do matter for comprehension and production. In particular,
Wang and Schiller show that the strength ofmorphophonological
representations determines whether speakers access gender
information through a form-related route (as happens in
Romance languages) or through a lexically-based route (as for
example in German and Dutch). Moreover, speakers of different
linguistic profiles (i.e., monolinguals and bilinguals) are sensitive
to distributional differences between masculine and feminine
classes, as Beatty-Martínez and Dussias’s contribution reveals.

Other fine-grained aspects of agreement controllers and
targets can play a crucial role in the establishment and
comprehension of relations among words. Data from Spanish
(Bañón and Rothman) and Georgian (Foley and Wagers) show
that factors such as the morphological markedness of the
subject and the canonicity of the verb form shape the parser’s
expectations, and thus its sensitivity to detecting errors and
initiating reanalysis processes when anomalies are encountered
(see also Tucker et al.’s contribution based on data from Modern
Standard Arabic for a similar finding on how the morphological
markedness of the verb impacts error detection on number and
gender verbal agreement).

Thus, there are multiple fine-grained distinctions that can
be made when we investigate agreement mechanisms. These

specific differentiations can be based on the type of grammatical
features involved, their distributional properties and their
morphological markedness.

WHAT GUIDES THE ANALYSIS AND

INTERPRETATION OF FEATURES DURING

AGREEMENT PROCESSING?

An extremely productive line of theoretical and experimental
research on agreement has focused on attraction, the
phenomenon whereby the production of the correct number
inflection on the verb can be disrupted by the presence of an
intervening plural noun phrase, as in The key to the cabinets
were rusty (Bock and Miller, 1991). In comprehension, attraction
leads to illusions of grammaticality, i.e., to the acceptance of
agreement anomalous sentences (Pearlmutter et al., 1999).
Several psycholinguistic accounts exist that have attempted
to explain the mechanisms behind agreement attraction in
comprehension and production, among which the so-called
retrieval accounts. Under this theoretical framework, attraction
is an error of the memory system, whereby the cues of a certain
head should be retrieved but the parser can select the wrong
NP if there is a partial overlap in features. Using a variety of
experimental paradigms, several papers in our special issue
test retrieval accounts, reporting interesting findings across
typologically different languages.

Parker and An suggest that in English, attraction depends on
both retrieval and encoding mechanisms and that it is sensitive
to both the semantic and syntactic properties of the attractor.
Interestingly, Schlueter et al. show that the attractor can be
erroneously interpreted as the thematic subject and that this
is orthogonal to whether attraction happens. In their study in
Korean, Kwon and Sturt show that misretrieval is more likely
to occur if the distractor is nominative, rather than e.g., dative-
marked, suggesting that at least in languages that overtly mark
case, the grammatical role of a nominal element plays a more
crucial role than e.g., mere proximity to the verb.

Are all linguistic features candidate cues that guide retrieval?
Are all cues given similar weight? Biondo et al., address this
question in an eye tracking study in English where they test
readers’ sensitivity to temporal concordance between an adverb
and two verbs, a structurally accessible and a structurally
inaccessible verb. They show that readers were sensitive to feature
match between the adverb and a linearly distant but structurally
accessible verb, while the evidence about the interference of a
structurally inaccessible verb is not clear.

Tucker et al. show that inherent differences between features
play a role also during the processing of attraction phenomena.
Indeed, in Modern Standard Arabic subject-verb agreement,
gender effects are larger and surface slightly later than number
attraction effects, which calls for a revision of real-time models
of agreement that posit the bundling of the two features in the
computation of subject-verb agreement.

The emerging picture from all these results point to a diversity
of agreement mechanisms, highlighting the differential impact of
the grammatical role of nominal constituents and the structural
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accessibility of grammatical features that are retrieved and
encoded in the real time computation of agreement relations.

AGREEMENT BEYOND SYNTAX

Another important question that experimental and theoretical
research on agreement aim to answer is whether its mechanisms
and representations are circumscribed within syntax. Based on
data from Serbo-Croatian, Mitić and Arsenijević suggest that
the computation of agreement relations spans beyond purely
syntactic boundaries and involves the interface between syntax
and phonological form, in line with accounts that place some of
the computation of agreement in the post-syntactic component
(Bobaljik, 2008; Arregi and Nevins, 2012).

Further evidence for the impact of extra-syntactic factors in
agreement processing comes from the analysis of online and
offline patterns elicited by object cleft sentences. In their study
on Italian cleft sentences, Chesi and Canal manipulate whether
the subject and object NPs are 3rd person or 2nd person definite
NPs in various combinations, in the attempt to elucidate the
role played by the properties of different NPs and different
persons. By collecting acceptability judgments and accuracy
data from comprehension questions, as well as online reading
times from eye tracking, Chesi and Canal show that sentence
processing difficulty is not wholly driven by computing the
syntactic analysis. Rather, there are aspects of the interpretation
and discourse factors that play a major role.

Finally, Courteau et al. attempt to cast light onto how
information across visual and linguistic domains impacts
processing, thus shifting the focus on how agreement
between the information contained in different domains
is integrated. The results of their ERP study show that
participants immediately detected number mismatches between
pictures and acoustically-presented, grammatically correct
linguistic material. These mismatches are processed in a way
that is not fundamentally different from purely linguistic,
within-sentence agreement violations, thus underlining
the role of contextual information in the processing of
agreement dependencies.

This set of papers thus highlight potential interactions
between agreement mechanisms and non-linguistic domains,
such as phonology, picture-based context, and discourse.

CONCLUSION

Agreement is a widespread and varied phenomenon: its
pervasiveness in some languages contrasts with its near
absence in others, which poses a challenge for linguists and
psycholinguists that attempt to explain the mechanics of its
representation and processing (Corbett, 2006). These inherent
complexities notwithstanding, the 15 articles presented in this
special issue clearly represent a step forward in the description of
the architecture and mechanisms underlying this core linguistic
function in terms of its representation and processing. The
emerging picture from this collection of papers is that the
mechanisms of grammatical agreement may be flexible, feature-
specific, and in part non-strictly syntactic. We hope that
the breadth of empirical contributions, novel methodological
designs, and theoretical refinements presented herein pave the
way for continued avenues of exploration of this pervasive aspect
of natural language.
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